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Precision Agriculture 

  
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Antonio-
Comparetti/publication/280716939/figure/fig1/AS:284565768
818694@1444857174666/Precision-agriculture-cycle.png 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Precision agriculture has been used to describe the application of maps, sensors and computers in agricultural sciences . Remote sensing products, soil maps, crop conditions, and yield maps can be generated to be analyzed and modeled to make decisions



Precision Agriculture   Precision Forestry 

Source: https://stories.duke.edu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/08/duke-forest-aerial-1955-1.jpg 

 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thus, precision forestry is a borrowed term and it refers to the data captured and processed with these tools that can be used to support specific forest management decisions. Defining areas was the first approach to precision forestry, precise planted area estimations where  available trough areal photography. Now, DTMs, geology, and detailed soil information is starting to be used. However at this time, forestry managers have been using a limited amount of information, in fact, precise soil maps just started to be used to inform decisions before and after planting. We can now model tree growth based in soils information and microtopography features. The main idea is to combine fastlob model to add soils and microsite information2 approaches, before and after planting. 



Precision Forestry 
The goal of precision forestry is to deploy 
high-resolution data to support site-specific 
tactical and operational decision-making. 
This allows for highly repeatable 
measurements, actions and processes to 
grow and harvest trees, as well as to 
protect and enhance riparian zones, wildlife 
habitat, aesthetics, and other 
environmental resources. 
 

Professor B. Bruce Bare  
University of Washington  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Among the many definitions used before, the one given by Professor B. Bruce Bare of the University of Washington in 2001 at the First International Precision Forestry Symposium can be highlighted



 
 

 

LiDAR use 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can detect microsite conditions to see if a tree is located in a particular position in the landscape and study the interaction of soils and microtopography and their effect on tree height using LiDAR.The example above is part of the research I am working on right now. Pimple mounds are present in the Texas Gulf coast  and  inside the stand. The topography in this case can be classified as valley, flat or mound. Trees growing in different positions in the landscape would likely have different growth and it can be seen when it is analyzed with other variables as soil.  



Precision Forestry Data 

Ramirez, Orrego, Restrepo (2020) 

• Integration of remote 
sensing, soil, 
microtopography and 
climate data to to yield 
and growth  models like 
FASTLOB 

• Possibly changing the 
definition of stand 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can integrate remote sensing, soil surveys, microtography, climate data to yield models like the one showed in the left.This one in particular has PH, slope, temperature and precipitation as variables. With such information we can produce productivity mapsWe can also can incorporate fertilization response to the yield models to generate detailed maps productivity.Possibly changing stand defition



Financial Analysis 

• Incorporate uncertainty to productivity maps. 
• Uncertainty in LEV calculation due to: 
Timber price variation, fertilizer prices, other costs. 
 
Some questions: 
• Where to apply fertilizer? (tree by tree basis depending 

on soil~topographical position). 
• Where to plant?  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once we have generated extremely precise productivity maps we can incorporate stumpage price, transportation, mill location, carbon markets, using tools as Monte Carlo to performs sensibility  and uncertainty  in  metrics  as LEV Again: We know how the tree is going to grow depending on soil, microtopography, climateNow we can incorporate fertilizer responseTree location in that topographyRotation lengthto estimate profits for a property in particular before the land is even planted



Conclusions 
• We could know now what is the growth response of 

every tree to its microsite conditions and the interactions 
among different levels of each variable. (a ridge position 
may be beneficial if the soil is poorly drained, for 
example) 

• We could know what is the tree growth response to 
fertilization. Is it worth it? When we analyze stumpage 
price, fertilizer price and another cost.  
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